




Step 5: Remove the two 8mm bolts from the thermostat housing and separate the two halves. Remove the 

OEM thermostat and install the supplied restrictor plate. You may discard or keep the thermostat for future 

use if so desired. The thermostat is not used for the · OHV split system application. After restrictor plate is 
installed, reassemble the thermostat housing. 

Step 6: In reverse of the previous steps, reinstall thermostat housing to engine, reconnect hoses and reinstall 

the muffler and any heat shields that were removed in previous steps. 

Step 7: Remove the OEM coolant tank. Remove the tank by removing the three T30 torx screws and 

disconnect all coolant hoses. You will reuse all but one of the OEM clamps. Time to install the split system 

tank, start by placing the supplied 1.5" worm gear hose clamp on the l" radiator line; you will reuse the ¾" 

OEM spring clamp on the heat exchanger line. Be sure to angle the spring toward the driver side wheel to 

allow for easy access during installation. Install lower hoses and tank reusing two of the T30 tox bolts 
previously removed. 



Step 8: Install the top two bleeder hoses, make sure the radiator hose is connected to the passenger side tank 

for proper operation. Install OEM overflow line on tank. 

Step 9: Fill both coolant tanks with reused or OE approved coolant. Once the tanks are full you will need to 

bleed the system of any air. To bleed system; loosen the top hose on the thermostat housing that was installed 

in previous steps. Slightly pull hose off the housing until coolant flows from the line. Top off coolant tank and 
repeat this process one more time or until there is no air in the system. Install the OEM and supplied caps to 

the split system tank after topping off coolant. 

Step 10: Make sure all bolts, clamps and hoses are tight and correctly installed. You can now start engine to 

verify all cooling systems are functioning properly. Let engine idle for several minutes and watch for cooling 

fans to turn on automatically. This occurs at 204 degrees with stock ECU 

Once the fan turns on, watch the temperature gauge to confirm the engine temperature starts to 

lower. IF the temperature does not start to lower and keeps increasing, shut down engine, allow to cool and 

bleed system again as in the previous steps. 




